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H
Hyperbole is a traditional element of 
discourse between Middle Eastern tribes, 
states, neighborhoods and friends in the 
international community. It was swept into the 
auto aficionado lexicon during one of the most 
remarkable — and policy-free — international 
events ever staged in Israel. The Holy Land 
1000 vintage automobile tour drew participants 
from around the globe.  

But hyperbole suggests an overstatement 
and that would be difficult to accomplish 
describing the recent tour of Israel planned 
and executed by Amir Alamagor and his friend 
Elad Shraga, co-conspirators in collecting — 
and driving — their historic automobiles in 
many of the famous 1000-mile tours around 
the world. 
 “We should do one of these in Israel,” 

became 
a three-year 
commitment. “The challenge was unbelievably 
difficult,” Amir explained, “especially as it was 
mine and Elad’s inaugural event.” As proof of 
concept a catalog of internationally renowned 
— and experienced — sponsors came aboard 
that included BMW, Deutsche Bank, Hagerty, 
CARS and Chopard. 
 An auspicious beginning was the David 
InterContinental Tel Aviv hotel with its secured 
parking and easy access to historic Neve 
Tzedek, a Jewish community dating from 1887 
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and famous for its later Bauhaus architecture, 
and, of course, the Mediterranean beaches, all 
of which and more could be enjoyed during 
Saturday’s time of discovery. 
 But a surprising example of the effort 
in planning was having the participants 
transported to a container storage facility 
to collect their cars early Sunday morning. 
The valuable classics were shipped from 
Switzerland, the UK, Argentine, Canada and 
both coasts of the USA. Amir continues, “Can 
you imagine almost 30 classic cars released 
from the customs in two hours?” A team 
of patient, efficient customs agents made 

the extraordinary procedure painless.  “The 
customs red carpet was unfolded in front of 
us.” Hyperbole, indeed. 
 Elad and his wife graciously hosted an 
informal dinner on Sunday night as an 
opportunity for the entrants to meet and discuss 
cars, the adventures of traveling with a vintage 
car and the incredible tour they were about to 
undertake — while enjoying local cuisine and 
the best of Israel’s famous wine culture. The 
host’s roadster-focused Italian car collection and 
its impressive stone garage were a high point for 
the assembled aficionados. An important and 
congenial guest for the evening was the Chief of 

Police for all of Israel, who had arranged for two 
motorcycle officers and a police car to escort the 
guest motorists for the entire length of the rally 
(in addition to 5 more volunteer motorcyclists 
who rode a collection of high-end motorcycles 
loaned to the Holy Land 1000 tour by BMW an 
enthusiastic sponsor of the event).
 “Let’s not penetrate to the privacy of the 
great group we had,” was Amir’s request for 
participant privacy. “You can mention Prince 
Leopold of Bavaria, (an international racing 
star) who drove the Type 507 that BMW 
brought from their Museum in Munich. You 
may also note that among the participants there 
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were many Pebble Beach winners and veteran 
competitors from the Italian Mille Miglia (the 
seed event of the concept) the California Mille, 
Colorado Grand and South America Mille 
Miglia and even a winner of the MM Storica in 
the early 2000s. It was a fantastic Karma as well 
which added to the success.”
 The Monday morning start from the David 
hotel garage used a waved checkered flag — 
the historic use of that flag. The list of cars 
participating would create jealousy in any 
event in the world; beginning with an 1938 8C 
2300 Alfa-Romeo with Le Mans coachwork, 
an impressively fast 1935 2-liter Aston Martin 
Ulster, and a thunderous 4.5-liter 1928 Bentley 
also clothed in Le Mans coachwork. From the 
Shraga collection came an Abarth 208A Boano 
spider and a pair of mid-fifties OSCA MT4 
racecars, but from out of town and equally 
rare was an Arnolt Bristol Bolide competition 
roadster and a one-off Bristol 400 with 
coachwork by Stabilimenti Farina. There were 
many more familiar Fifties sports cars that 
included Alfa Romeos, Austin-Healeys, several 
XK Jaguars from a 120 to a much-loved E-type 
and a couple of 356 Porsches were chased by 
930 Turbo. Mercedes-Benz was represented 
by a couple of pagoda-roof 200-series SLs 
including one purchased specifically to be able 
to join the event, an enchantingly romantic 
220 SE Convertible and, not to be forgotten, 
co-founder Almagor’s 300 SL Roadster. Prince 
Leopold was often photographed with an 
enormous grin as he challenged the best of his 

borrowed BMW 507 V-8 roadster. But Israel, 
its beautiful landscape, millennia of cultural 
history and its friendly people created the 
character of the event.
 The tour took the form of a figure eight 
from Tel Aviv up the Mediterranean coast to 
beautiful Haifa, spilling down from Mount 
Carmel to its modern city center and its 
ancient port. It is also the international center 
for the Bahai Faith, hosts many churches and 
mosques and its population takes great pride 
in the co-existence of the three largest religions 
and many smaller sects. 
 A brief stop to grant 5 scholarships to 
students in the city of Karmiel (the tour is a 
charity event) followed by a scenic drive along 
the Lebanese border and then a two-night stay 
in nearby Tiberius and the Sea of Galilee. The 
tour was north bound on Tuesday across the 
verdant valley of Berekhat Ram with its dramatic 
backdrop of the Golan Heights. There was a long 
run south with a lunch stop at a fantastic Arabian 
Horse stable before facing the challenge of the 
Negev Desert through Béer Sheva (Beersheba) 
and on to Mount Negev for Wednesday night 
near the Ramon Nature Preserve including 
Makhtesh Ramon (a crater 2 x 40 km, 
approximately 5M years old). Fortunately, the 
rally organizers included a pair of repair/retrieval 
trucks staffed by master mechanics, should the 
ancient vehicles suffer temperature anomalies 
or worse while making the tour. It should be 
mentioned that all the participating cars – but 
one – reached the finish line.

 Thursday took the tour north across the 
great crater to the edge of the Dead Sea and 
the fascinating experience of extraordinary 
floatation and the beach’s mythical skin-
repairing mud. 
 Then Jerusalem, the historic vortex of 
religious thought. The plan for Friday required 
a 6:30 AM assembly outside the hotel for a rapid 
— and secret — drive through the empty streets 
of the ancient capital to the plaza at the very foot 
of the Western Wall. Hundreds of photos were 
taken with the cars carefully arranged before 
that precious place. One participant suggested, 
“This is so special, this photo could be on the 
front page of the New York Times.” Just as 
rapidly the group was required to depart as a 
caravan back through the city and into the green 
hills of central Israel back to Tel Aviv.
 A quote from Ynet - the most watched news 
website in Israel: “For those in the know, this 
was quite simply the most impressive car event 
ever witnessed in Israel. To some that might 
sound like an exaggeration, but for Israeli car 
connoisseurs, at least those who managed to 
join the extraordinary convoy at some point, 
this event was equivalent to seeing a once-off 
appearance of the Beatles, Queen, Elvis Presley 
and The Rolling Stones on stage including 
band members supposedly brought back from 
the dead.” A little hyperbole between friends.  
 Save the date — The next Holy Land 1000 
tour is scheduled for March 2018. 
 Further detail can be found at:  
www.holyland1000.org
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